Abstract. In the slugs and snails odor input signal, partly processed by the tentacle ganglion, propagates through the tentacle nerve (TN) to the cerebral ganglion, initially activating the meso-meta-region and finally the procerebral region (PC). The PC, equivalent to mammalian olfactory bulb, exerts slow spontaneous neuroelectrical oscillation, which changes its frequency and amplitude pattern responding to stimulus input. This has been related to a mechanism of signal processing for odor encoding. Three neuronal substructures, the cell mass (CM), the terminal mass (TM) and internal mass (IM) form the PC. Records from IM and CM have extensively been studied, but those from TM have scarcely been investigated. In the present study we aimed to clarify network dynamics among these cell ensembles with particular interest in the property of TM. Methods: We isolated the cerebral ganglia from the slug Indiana together with TNs. We applied to TN electrical stimulation of weak to strong intensities (0.1 -1.0 jlA) and recorded activities at the three loci of PC by glass suction electrodes at a sampling rate of 200 Hz. The data were stored on hard drive and later off-line analysed by wavelet tools. Results: Wavelet analysis revealed that the major power of the spontaneous oscillations laid below 1.6 Hz. Namely, in the Indiana PC, mainly the frequency components < 1.6 Hz take part in the dynamical signal processing. The frequency components, that are timedependently, interacting with each other, contribute together to altering total entropy of a cell mass at a given time. Notably, the 0.1 -0.2 Hz component contributing most strongly to total energy attributes most to dropping entropy ("ordering of neuronal state"). Response to the weakest stimulus is most sensitively elicited as "desynchronization" in TM-IM, but that to the stronger stimuli, as "synchronization or frequency ordering" in TM-CM, and finally "synchronization" in TM-IM-CM (the whole PC). The fact that the entropy of TM in general remains lower than IM and CM regardless with stimulation suggests that the neurons of TM are in more ordered state than the other masses playing some governing function in the procerebral network.
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INTRODUCTION
The brains (the circumesophageal ganglion complex) of the molluscs (snails, slugs) have been favoured by neuroscientists as easily accessible animal models. In paticular, the olfactory system (neuroepithelium of tentacle gangliontentacle nerve-procerebral lobe of cerebral ganglion) is known to be anatomically very similar to that of the mammals [1] and has for this reason been favoured for study on olfaction. The procerebral lobe intrinsically exerts slow local field potential oscillation at 0.6 -1.0 Hz and this oscillation changes its frequency and amplitude pattern when stimulation, such as odor, is applied to the nose (neuroepithelium). This phenomenon is presumed to be related to signal processing for odor encoding by the brain and has been extensively studied in conjunction with the general question on the mechanism of odor information processing [2, 3, 4, 5] .
How does the signal processing proceed within such brain network (the cerebral ganglion consisting of the meso, meta-and pro-cerebrum)? It has been presumed that in the slugs and snails input signal, first partly processed by the tentacle ganglion, propagates through the tentacle nerve (TN) to the meso-meta-regions of the cerebral ganglion where initial activation takes place. The activation then finally spreads to the procerebral region (PC) for further
[ ATI ] epnuidwv processing. Our recent study with a voltage-sensitive dye method [4] has for the first time evidenced that on stimulus input (electrical stimulation of the tentacle nerve) initial response takes place in the meso-and metacerebral regions and then propagates to the procerebral region eventually activating the whole cerebral ganglion. The electrophysiological measurements applying odor stimuli have also evidenced this. However, the spatiotemporal dynamics within the procerebrum (PC) itself is yet to be clarified.
The PC is constructed from three neuronal substructures, the cell mass (CM), the terminal mass (TM) and internal mass (IM). Records from CM and IM have widely been studied, but those from TM have not systematically been investigated. We presume that TM may have some important functional role.
In our previous studies [6, 7] we have demonstrated that it is possible to describe discrete, stimulus evoked change of neuronal state of such cell ensembles by Wavelet analysis. In the present study we aimed to find out by applying these methods, with particular interest on the property and role of TM, how signal processing takes place among the cell ensembles of the procerebral network.
METHODS
Slugs {Indiana fruhstorferi) weighing 2.5 -9.6 g were used. The animals fasted overnight before preparation. We isolated the whole cerebral ganglion under anaesthesia by cooling with crashed ice for 40 min. The preparation included the superior tentacle ganglia and the tentacle nerves as well as the inferior tentacle ganglia and the lip nerves. It was then fixed in a recording chamber filled with slug saline (in mM: 39.4 NaCl; 1.8 KC1; 4.0 CaC12; 3.7 MgC12; 5.0 glucose; 2.36 HEPES; 2.64 HEPES Na). For stimulation we applied weak to strong electrical currents (0.1 -1.0 jiA; 20 s) to the tentacle nerve and recorded the local field potential activities from the three loci (CM, TM, IM) simultaneously using glass suction electrodes (Ag-AgCl). For each trial a 60 s prestimulus; 20 s peristimulus and 60 s poststimulus epochs were recorded at a sampling rate of 200 Hz. Digitised data were stored in hard drive and later off-line analysed by the wavelet tools. "Relative Wavelet Energy (RWE)" describes contribution of each frequency component energy to the total energy at a given time and "Normalized Total Wavelet Entropy (NTWS)" determines "degree of ordering or synchronization" of a cell ensemble at a given time. The mathematical background can be referred to our earlier reports [6, 7, 8] .
RESULTS
In Fig. 1 we present time signals of a typical experiment. Electrical stimulation of the tentacle nerve altered the patterns of the ongoing rhythmical oscillations of all masses. At the weakest stimulus 0.1 jiA suppression of the oscillatory waves were visible in TM and IM, but at higher stimulus intensities either burst of oscillatory waves, which were clearly slower than the prestimulus waves, or typical evoked potential wave forms were observed.
Wavelet analysis was performed on each of all trials and on the grand average for each of CM, IM and TM and for each of stimulus intensities. In the present study we chose six bands {B\o = 0.1 -0. (Fig. 1) may be explained by this.
In Fig. 3 we display the grand average {N = 33) of Normalized Total Wavelet Entropy (NTWS). The curves show time-dependent, dynamical changes of neuronal states of the cell ensembles, and seem to differentiate, stimulusdependently, response behaviour of each neuronal mass. For instance, TM and IM responded to the weakest stimulus, 0.1 jiA, increasing the entropy ("neuronal disorganization"). As the stimulus intensity was increased (0.5 jiA), CM elicited a strong response with a sudden, large drop of entropy ("neuronal synchronization"), and this appeared to be coupled with the similar, but slightly less, entropy drop of TM. As for IM, the delayed slight decrease of entropy is largely due to the delayed increase of the B\o component energy. By the strongest stimulus (1.0 jiA) entropy dropped in all masses, which suggested "a synchronized activity" throughout the whole PC. Survey of RWE curves indicates that the sharp entropy drop is mainly attributed to the strong B\o (0.1 -0.2 Hz) component energy increase as well as the 0.2 -0.4 Hz and 0.4 -0.8 Hz energy decreases (Fig. 2) . These results based on entropy may suggest that the stimulus at weakest intensity causes desynchronization in TM-IM, but as the intensity increases, synchronization in TM-CM and in IM with a delay, and finally synchronization in TM-IM-CM (the whole PC). Another important finding is that entropy of TM fluctuated at a slightly lower level in all grand averages compared with those of IM and CM. This would indicate that the neuronal ensemble of TM remained in more ordered state in general than in those of IM and CM. Most importantly, the frequency components that are interacting with each other (Fig. 2) contribute together to altering total entropy of a cell mass.
DISCUSSION
In the present study we aimed to characterize the oscillatory network dynamics among three cell ensembles of the Indiana procerebrum by electrophysiological recording and application of wavelet analyses. The fact that the entropy of TM in general remains lower than those of IM and CM regardless with stimulation suggests that the neurons of TM are in more ordered state than those of the other masses playing some governing function in the procerebral network.
The responses observed in the present study were caused by artificial stimuli, but were very similar to what we found earlier in the procerebrum of the snail Helix pomatia using odor stimuli: i) the neuronal disorganization evoked in TM and IM by a weak current resembles that evoked by an attractive odor, ii) strong entropy drop attributed to the increase of the 0.1 -0.2 Hz component energy also occurs by stimulation withaversive odor [5] .
